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An idealized nondimensional model

Mean vertical heat flux:

Heat flux through 
top and bottom boundaries:

Q: Variation with heating rate (R)?

gravity
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Upper bounds on heat transfer

If                        for all           and            consistent
with physical constraints, then                   

● Infinite-time averages of time derivatives of bounded functionals vanish!
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What is missing?
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Revised bounding framework

Enforce using a nonnegative Lagrange multiplier:



  

Computational upper bounds

Positivity
of T kicks in



  

Optimal      

Sharp
corners!



  

Optimal Lagrange multipliers

Increasing R



  

Optimal Lagrange multipliers

Correspond to corners
in optimal         

Increasing R



  

Optimal balance parameters

Positivity
of T kicks in



  

Approx. scaling with b away from z=0

width of bottom boundary layer
width of top boundary layer
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Simplest idea fails!

Suppose that:

1)
2)
3)                  on an interval 
4)           and         are constant on some interval                      with
5)  
6)  We use the “classical” estimates, e. g.

Then, the best possible bound      that one can prove satisfies

Agree
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numerics
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Conclusions
● Bounds on vertical heat transfer for convection with internal heating are 

elusive!

● “Modern background method” leads to a sensible and computationally 
tractable problem

● New analytical bound

● Positivity of temperature is necessary to obtain

● Simplest type of analytical constructions fail

a) More subtle properties of optimal solution?
b) More sophisticated estimates?
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